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The program reported herein was a multi-task effort with the


primary objective to investigate the performance of 120.65 mm


(4.75 inch) bore tapered-roller bearings at high speeds.


Before initiating the tapered-roller bearing tests, the instrumen­

tation of the test machine was complemented with features to


measure shaft, bearing cone and cone-rib temperatures, as well








Two additional tapered-roller bearing test machines, built in
 

an earlier program, were operated for a total of 50 hours each.


In a series of tests, these machines were run with 53,400 N


(12,000 ibs) thrust and 26,700 N (6,000 ibs) radial load, using


commercial tapered-roller bearings. To demonstrate the machine


performance at high speeds, the tapered-roller bearings were


replaced by high performance split-inner ring ball bearings, and


the machines were run at speeds to 20,000 rpm. The qualification


tests demonstrated satisfactory and stable operation of both


machines, including their subsystems and instrumentation.


The operating characteristics of 120.65 mm (4.75 inch) bore
 

tapered-roller bearings were measured at shaft speeds to 15,000 rpm.


The cone-rib tangential velocity at this speed was 130 m/sec.


(25,500 ft/min). Lubrication was applied either by jets or


directly to the cone-rib through holes from a manifold at the


cone bore, augmented with jets at the roller small end side. The


test conditions included thrust loads to 53,400 N (12,000 lbs),






1.9 X 10 3 to 15.1 X 10- 3 m3/min. (0.5 to 4.0 gpm), and lubricant


inlet temperatures of 3501K and 364 0 K (1700 F and 195 0F). Tempera­







were determined as functions of shaft speed, thrust and radial








During the course of testing the limitations of jet lubrication


became clearly visible. By combining cone-rib lubrication with


external cup cooling, it was possible to temperature"tune"the


individual bearing components, and reliable, low temperature











Tapered-roller bearings combine the radial load capacity of


cylindrical roller bearings with the ability of ball bearings


to carry heavy thrust loads. They offer advantages such as


smaller envelope dimensions and lower weight in applications


where heavy combined radial and thrust loads must be trans­

mitted. However, reliable operation has been limited mostly


to low or moderate speed applications.


Research efforts conducted under contracts by the U.S. Armed


Forces and NASA have advanced the high-speed tapered-roller


bearing technology. Laboratory tests reported in references


[1] and [2] have shown that tapered-roller bearings can be


operated at very high speeds if special attention is given to


designing and lubricating these bearings. The method of


supplying lubricant to the critical cone-rib contact is of


particular importance. From research references [1] and [3]


it was concluded that highly loaded tapered-roller bearings


operate most successfully at high speeds when lubricant is


supplied directly to the cone-rib contact through holes from


a manifold at the cone bore.


Computer programs have been developed and are now available to


aid in the design of high speed tapered-roller bearings. These


programs, described in references [4] and [5], consider the


lubrication requirements in the analysis of the kinematic and


thermal bearing performance. Experimental data of bearing


performance at high speeds and under combined loading, as presented


in this report, are now needed to evaluate and verify the predic­

tions of these analytical programs.


The research reported herein was conducted in the test facilities


of Industrial Tectonics, Inc., Bearing Division, on an ITI


developed tapered-roller bearing test machine described in
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were added to the instrumentation of this machine, increasing


its versatility during bearing performance testing.


Two tapered-roller bearing test machines of the same type, which


are intended for future life testing, were built by ITI under a


previous NASA contract, NAS 3-17355. These machines were







The primary objective of this program was to investigate the


performance of 120.65 mm (4.75 inch) bore tapered-roller bearings


at speeds up to 15,000 rpm (1.81 X 106 DN*). The maximum cone­

rib tangential velocity at this speed was 130 m/sec. (25,500 ft/min)


Lubrication was applied either by jets or directly to the cone­

rib through holes from a manifold at the cone-bore, augmented


with jets at the roller small end side. These tests resulted in


a clear definition of the operating characteristics and tempera­

ture distribution of the bearing for various shaft speeds, thrust


and radial loads, lubricant flow rates, lubricant introduction


methods and oil inlet temperatures.


*DN, a bearing speed parameter, is equal to the product of the
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In the tapered-roller bearing test machine, L-197, each of
 

the two (2) test bearings is mounted in its own test head


as shown in Figure 1. The right(rear) test head assembly is


mounted rigidly to the machine frame, while the left. (front)


one is axially movable on linear rolling contact bearings.


Thrust load is applied to the test bearings by hydraulic jacks


acting to separate the two test head assemblies. The hydraulic


radial load actuator is centered between the test bearings


and transmits its force to the machine spindle through a pair


of radial roller bearings. One end of the tubular test spindle


accepts a drive pulley for the high speed flat belt. Oil is


supplied through the other end by a stationary lubrication


probe. Annular grooves or channels at the spindle bore direct


the lubricant through radial holes to the test bearings and


load bearings for inner ring lubrication and cooling. For


jet lubrication of the test bearings, two jet probes are


located 1800 apart at the roller small end of each test bearing.
 

The test spindle is driven by flat belts. A 3,600 rpm, 75 kw


(100 hp),460 volt, 3 phase electric motor is controlled by a
 

reduced voltage starter -to select the desired acceleration


rate during start-up. Test spindle speeds from 6,000 to


20,000 rpm are chosen by exchanging drive pulleys at the motor.


The pair of flat belts are guided by an idler pulley arrange­

ment which maintains a controlled pre-load on the slack side


of the belts. Some of these drive system components are









 690 X 103 N/m2

The oil flow from a 45.4 X 10- m3/min. (12 gpm), 

(100 psi) gear pump passes through a 10 micron filter and an oil to


water heat exchanger before branching off into five (5)







bearings for cone-rib lubrication, jet lubrication and outer


ring cooling and to the cylindrical roller bearings for


lubrication and ring cooling. The flow through each circuit


is infinitely adjustable with flow control valves and can be


measured with a flow rate indicator. The oil inlet tempera­

ture is adjustable by controlling the rate of flow passing


through or by-passing the heat exchanger. Scavenging of


oil from the test bearing and cylindrical roller bearing


housings is by large capacity gravity drain lines. Flow and











The hydraulic system pressure for both the thrust and the


radial load actuators are controlled by air pressure regulators


and air to oil pressure boosters. Accumulators which are


part of each oil pressure loop assure easy control and stable








Thermocouples are installed for temperature measurements of


each test bearing cup, both load bearing outer rings, and


the oil inlets and outlets of the load and test bearing


housings. A strip chart recorder connected to the thermo­

couples provides a permanent temperature log for all test


stations. An adjustable relay terminates a test if bearing


ring temperature limits are exceeded. Provisions exist to


measure test bearing cone-face temperatures with an infra­

red pyrometer aimed through an air purged sight tube assembly.


Additional temperature measuring capabilities, described in
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The machine vibration level is measured with piezoelectric


accelerometers which automatically shut-down the test when


the machine vibration exceeds a pre-determined level as may


be due to a bearing failure. Flow switches and oil level


switches protect the test machine in the event of lubrication


system malfunction. Meters indicate line current and voltage


to the drive spindle motor.


3.2 Provisions for Additional Instrumentation


The first program objective was to complement the existing instru­

mentation of the test machine. The following features were added:


3.2.1 Measurement of Separator and Spindle Speeds


Proximity probes were installed to measure the test bearing


inner ring and separator rotational speeds. The measured








3.2.2 Measurement of Spindle Excursion


The radial excursion of the test spindle from its rotational


centerline is measured with proximity probes located in the


test housings near the spindle ends. The output from these


probes is displayed on an oscilloscope showing the amplitude


of the shaft excursion in the two (2) planes represented by








3.2.3 Additional Temperature Measurements


The test machine was further upgraded by adding thermocouples


to record temperatures of the rear test bearing housing at


either side of the test bearing, as well as at the inside


diameter of the test bearing cone, the cone-rib,and at the


test spindle on either side of the test bearing. The output


from the shaft thermocouples was-wired through a slip ring


system which, later on in the program,was replaced with a
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mounted with an adaptor to the belt pulley at the test


spindle. A special FM receiver indicates the measured


temperatures on a digital display.


3.3 DemOnstration of Test Rigs


Under contract NAS 3-17355, Industrial Tectonics, Inc. built






machines, serial numbers 2 .and 3,are shown in Figure 4. 
 
are of identical design as the initial test rig, serial number l,


which was fabricated under contract NAS 3-16812 and was described


earlier in this report and in reference [6]. All three machines,


shown in Figure 5, are connected to the same services and share


the central control console shown in Figure 3. In a future


program this entire facility will be used to perform a series of


high speed tapered-roller bearing fatigue tests. For consistent


results in such a program the operational characteristics of all


machines must be identical.


To check out their performance, the machines serial number 2 and


serial number 3 were subjected to a series of tests. The contrac­

tual test conditions for these check-out runs duplicated those


used to demonstrate the initial rig.


The qualification tests demonstrated satisfactory and stable


operation of both machines, serial number 2 and serial number 3,


including their subsystems and instrumentation. Based on the


test results,which are further detailed below, it was concluded


that both machines meet all specified requirements. They








3.3.1 Load System, Instrumentation, Safety Equipment


During this intial check-out phase, the load systems and


the output from all thermocouples were calibrated against


known standards. The safety equipment and shut-down devices
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All components operated in accordance with the equipment


specifications. The safety and shut-down systems operated


satisfactorily and within tolerance.


The load calibration curves are given in Figures 6 through 9.


3.3.2 Operation at High Loads and Low Speeds


Using commercial tapered-roller bearings (Timken, type TS,


Cone: 795 Class 3; Cup: 792 Class 2) in the test chambers,


each machine was operated for 24 hours at 3,000 rpm, with a


thrust load of 35,600 N (8,000 lbs) and a radial load of


13,350 N (3,000 ibs) per bearing. The cup and cone-rib


temperatures were held below 436 0K (325 0F).


Without changing the speed or bearing temperatures the


machines were then operated for one (1) additional hour


with 53,.400 N (12,000 lbs) thrust and 26., 700 N (6,000 lbs)








The machine and bearings operated smoothly without sign of


distress to any component. The loads and all operating


parameters remained stable and all subsystems and instruments


performed reliably. The lab data sheets of this test sequence


are given in Table I for machine serial number 2 and in Table


II for machine serial number 3.


3.3.3 Operation at High Speed with Low Loads


The tapered-roller bearings were replaced with high precision


split-inne- ring ball bearings. The performance data of








A fifteen (15) hour test run was then conducted with each


machine at 15,000 rpm under 26,700 N (6,000 lbs) thrust load


and 4,450 N (1,000 lbs) radial load. Test bearing inner and
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In a final test, the machines were run for ten (10) hours


at'a speed of 20,000 rpm with no radial load and 26,700 N


(6,000 Ibs) thrust load. The inner and outer rings of the 
test ball bearings were maintained at a temperature of 
489OK ± 8* (420OF ± 150F). 
During the tests both machines operated without a sign of


distress to any of their components. The loads and all


operating parameters remained stable. All subsystems and


instruments operated reliably. The lab data sheets from


these tests are shown in Table III for machine serial number








Upon conclusion of the tests described in pardgraph 3.3.2


and 3.3.3,which represent a total of fifty (50) hours of








No visible or measurable damage or distress was observed














The high speed tapered-roller bearing test machine L-197, serial


number 1, described in the preceeding section of this report was


used for these studies. Measurements were made of bearing inner


ring speed, bearing separator speed, test spindle excursion, oil


flow, and machine vibration level. Thermocouples recorded the


operating temperatures at the test bearing cup, cone bore and


cone-rib, the test bearing housing and spindle, as well as of the
 

oil at the inlets and outlets to the test bearing housing. The


thermocouple locations are illustrated in Figure 10.


For jet lubrication of the test bearings, two jet probes as


shown in Figure 10 were located 1800 apart at the roller small


end. Each jet probe contained two holes directed at the test


bearing. Two-thirds of the jet flow was directed toward the


inside diameter of the separator and one-third was directed


toward its outside diameter. The orifice diameters were varied


to maintain jet velocities in the range betweeni15 and 33 m/sec.


(45 and 100 feet per second). Cone-rib lubrication was accomplished


through radial oil holes at the machine spindle.


Drive spindle power loss was determined by measuring line-to-line


voltage and line current to the test rig drive motor. Motor drive


power was then calculated as a function-of line current, reflecting








The test bearings were class 2 tapered-roller bearings with


120.65 mm (4.75 inch) bore and 206.38 mm (8.125 inch) outside
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was 3' 10'. The bearing contained 25 rollers with a large end 
diameter of 18.288 mm (0.720 inch) and overall length of 3A.-618 mm


(1.3452 inch). The rollers were fully crowned with a crown radius


of 2.5.4 m (1,000 inch) and had a spherical end radius equal to


80% of the apex length.


The material of the cup, cone and rollers was case-carburized


consumable electrode vacuum melted AISI 4320 steel. The one


piece, roller riding separator was silver plated AISI 1010


steel. The hardnesses, case depth and surface finish specifi­

cations are shown in Table V.


The cone contained forty (40) oil holes, 1.016 mm (0.040 inch)


diameter, drilled through from a manifold on the cone-bore to


the undercut at the large end of the cone,, as shown in Figure 11.


The basic dynamic load ratings for this bearing are 74,700 N


(16,800 lbs) radial load and 58,700 N (13,200 lbs) thrust load.


The rating is defined as the thrust or radial load which gives


a 10% life of 90 million cone revolutions. The AFBMA basic








The oil used for the demonstration runs of the test rigs and for


the parametric studies was a 5 centistoke neopentylpolyol (tetra)


ester. This type II oil is qualified to MIL-L-23699 as well as


to the internal oil specification of most major aircraft engine
 







The test procedure was adjusted according to the test conditions


to be evaluated. Generally, a program cycle was defined which
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major interruption. With the exception of speed, all test


parameters such as load, lubricant flow rate and oil temperature


could be adjusted while the test was in operation. During a


test, the machine and test bearings were allowed to reach an


equilibrium condition before data were recorded and before


proceeding to another test condition.


Two (2) test series were performed. These were as follows:


Phase A - Objective and Test Conditions


The objective was to record bearing performance for a matrix


of loads and speeds shown in Table VII. Oil inlet tempera­

tures of 350 0K and 364 0K (1700F and 1950 F) were chosen and


oil flow rates were varied using both, jet and cone-rib


lubrication. When cone-rib lubrication was used, a constant


jet flow of 3.8 X 10- 3 X m 3/min. (1.0 gpm) was also used to


assure lubrication of the roller small ends.
 

When'in the course of testing it became apparent that a


particular combination of test conditions would result in


distress to the test bearing or would generate a bearing
 

temperature above 4360 K (325 0F), the test was aborted or
 

omitted. In Table VII such tests have been indicated.
 

The lab data sheets from Phase A tests are shown in Table VIII.


Phase B - Objective and Test Conditions


Tests were run at shaft speeds of 12,500 rpm, a thrust load


of 53,400 N (12,000 lbs), radial load of 26,700 N (6,000 Ibs)


and an oil inlet temperature of 3500K (1700F). A constant


jet lube oil flow rate of 3.8 X 10- 3 m3/min. (1.0 gpm) was
 

maintained. The objective was to establish the cone-rib 
lube oil flow and outer ring cooling oil flow rates which 
produce a cup and cone operating temperature of 4160K : 30 
(2900 F ± 50F). The oil flow rates achieved were intended to 
-13-
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be used during a tapered-roller bearing fatigue test


investigation in a subsequent contract.


The data from the Phase B tests are documented in Table IX.


4.5 Discussion of Results


The test results presented in Tables VIII and IX were reviewed


for consistency and reasonableness. In this process the effects


of lubricant flow, shaft speed and method of lubrication became


apparent. The results have been further examined and can be


illustrated in several ways.


4.5.1 Effect of Lubricant Flow


Figures 12 through 14 show test bearing and oil outlet


temperatures as function of lubricant oil flow rates.


Figure 12 illustrates these results at 6,000 rpm, Figure 13


at 10,000 rpm, and Figure 14 at 15,000 rpm. The graphs


represent test runs with 53,400 N (12,000 lbs) thrust load


and 26,700 N (6,000 Ibs) radial load. The trends for lower












of 280K (500F) as flows were increased from 1.9 X 10- to


7.6 X 10- 3 m3/min. (0.5 to 2.0 gpm) with jet lubrication.














total flow rate includes 3.8 X 10 m /min. (1.0 gpm) of


lubricant through jets at the roller small end of the bearing.


Thus, the data points at 3.8 X 10- 3
 m3/min. (1.0 gpm) are for









The first test at 10,000-rpm with a jet flow rate of


3.8 X 10- 3 m3/min. (l.0.gpm) at an oil inlet temperature


of 350 0K (1700F) resulted in surface distress of the cone­

rib on one of the test bearings. The test bearing on which


cone-face and cone-bore temperatures were measured was not


damaged. Further tests at this flow rate and below were


not run. By examination of Figure 13(a) we find that a


temperature greater than 4330 K (3200 F) would be expected


by extrapolation of the cone-face temperature curve. When


the temperature limitations of the AISI 4320 material of


the cone and rollers are considered along with the severity


of the rolling/sliding contact, the occurrence of surface


damage under these conditions is not unexpected.


1.9 X 10- 3






/min. (0.5 gpm), i.e. a total flow rate of 5.7 X 10- m /min.,


(1:5 gpm) was obtained for 10,000 rpm for both oil-in


temperatures. At the higher oil-in temperature, the maximum








Only one (1) test was run at 15,000 rpm with jet flow, the


lower flow conditions were eliminated due to predictable


bearing distress. Readings were obtained for all desired


flow rates with cone-rib flow at 350'K (1700 F) oil-in






and total flow rates less than 7.6 X 10- m3/min. (2.0 gpm)


were not run due to temperature limitations.


An increased effect of flow rate on the oil-out temperature


is seen at a shaft speed of 15,000 rpm, whereas the flow
 

rate effect on bearing temperatures is not significantly








It is generally observed that, as--flow rates increase, the


reductions in bearing temperature diminishes. Bearing


temperatures are affected only little by flow rates above


11.4 X 1 -3 m./min. (3-.0 gpm). Therefore, greater flow


rates do not seem to be warranted for bearings at these


conditions, especially where cone-rib lubrication is used.


4.5.2 Effects of Radial and Thrust Loads


Figures 15 and 16 show that radial and thrust loads have


little influence on the cone face temperature. This


observatio is typical throughout the range of data taken.


Hence, regardless of speed, oil-in temperature, or flow








4.5.3 Effect of Shaft Speed and Lubricdtion Method


Figures 17 and 18 show the effect of shaft speed on cone


face temperatures for oil inlet temperatures of 350 0K


(1701F) and 3641K (1950F), respectively. Cone face tempera­

tures increased nearly 500K (900F) by increasing shaft


speed from 6,000 rpm to 15,000 rpm when 15.2 X 10- 3 m3/min.


(4.0 gpm) jet lubrication was used.. If the curves of


Figure 17(a) for jet lubrication with 3501K (1701F) oil-in


are projected to 15,000 rpm, we find an oil flow of at


least 7.6 X 10- 3 m3/min. (2.0 gpm) will be.required to keep


the cone face temperature below 4360K (3251F). It becomes






15.1 X 10 m3/min. (4.0 gpm),'the temperature limit of 
436 0K (3250F) would be reached at approximately 16,500 rpm. 
Similarly, all curves of Figure 18(a) for 364 0 K (1950 F) 
oil-in extrapolate to unacceptably high cone face temperatures 
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Shaft speed has less effect on the cone face temperature


when cone-rib lubrication is used. Satisfactory cone-race






rate as low as 5.7 X 10- m3/min. (1.5 gpm) for 3500K (1700 F)


and with 7.6 X 10 m /min. (2.0 gpm) for 3641K (1951F) oil


inlet temperatures. Extension of the curves in Figures 17(b)


and 18(b) indicate -satisfactory operating temperatures may


be expected at speeds to 20,000 rpm.


The advantage of cone-rib lubrication is further illustrated


in Figure 19, which shows the difference of cone-face


temperatures with jet lubrication and with cone-rib lubrica­

tion. Cone-rib lubrication lowers cone face temperature as


much as 340K (620F) at 15,000 rpm. A temperature improvement








It can be observed from Figures 12 through 14, that when


cone-rib lubrication is used, the highest bearing temperatures


are measured at the cup outside diameter. When jet lubrica­

tion alone is used, the highest temperatures were on the cone


face. This is further demonstrated in Figure 20 where the


temperatures are plotted against shaft speed for an oil-in


temperature of 364 0K (1950F) and a total oil flow of


11.4 X 10- 3 m3/min. (3.0 gpm). Cone bore and oil-out


temperatures for jet lubrication and for cone-rib lubrica­

tion are not significantly different.


4.5.4 Controlled Bearing Temperature Tests 
It was the primary objective of this program phase to find 
a "safe" lubricant flow condition which would produce a 
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Balanced bearing temperatures were achieved by combining


the previously described method-of cone-rib lubrication


with cup cooling. The latter was accomplished by flowing


oil in the cup housing in contact with the Qutside diameter


of the cup. The influence of this outer ring cooling is


illustrated in Figure 21. The data shown was obtained with






(195%F) inlet temperature.. The addition of 2.6 X 10- m3/min.


(0.7 gpm) cup cooling flow is represented by solid symbols


in Figure 21. The cup outside temperature decreased by 140K


(250F) without significantly changing the cone face and


cone bore temperatures. The oil outlet temperature was








Some additional tests, shown in Table IX, were run to


explore other operating conditions that would meet the


test objective. From the data available it can be extrapo­

lated that a balanced bearing temperature of 4160K (2900F)


is achieved by raising the oil inlet temperature to 366 0K


(2000 F) and otherwise maintaining all operating parameters


of the previously described test. When the oil inlet


temperature is further raised to 379 0K (2220F) and the cup


cooling oil flow is increased to 3.4 X 10- 3 m3/min. (0.9 gpm),








Voltage and current measurements for the electric motor
 

driving the test machine were recorded in all tests. While


small individual irregularities have been noticed in relation
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The range of machine Rower demand was compared for jet


lubrication and cone-rib lubrication. While a substantial


overlap exists, the power demand is generally greater for


jet lubrication. This is shown in Figure 22 where power


demand was plotted for both jet and cone-rib total lubri­











The machine power varied only little due to variations in








Separator speed was measured at each test condition except


at 15,000 rpm. The ratio of the separator speed to the














The results from the parametric performance tests described in


the previous paragraphs lead to the following conclusions:


1. 	 There are definite limitations in using jets for the






A 15.1 X 10 m3/min. (4.0 gpm) flow with 350 0K (1700F)


oil was required to operate at 15,000 rpm. Lowering the


flow or increasing the oil inlet temperature produced cone


face temperatures above 436 0K (3250F). At speeds greater








2. 	 Tapered-roller bearing operation at high speeds was most


successful with cone-rib lubrication, augmented with jets
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-
adequate with 5.7 X 10 -3 m 3/min (1.5 gpm) flow of 350 0K 
3(1700 F) oil, or with 7.6 X 10-- m3/min. (2.0 gpm) flow of


364 0K (1950F) oil. No benefits were observed by increasing


the 	 total oil flow above 11.4'X 10-3 m3/min. (3.0 gpm).








3. 	 The highest temperatures in a jet lubricated high speed


tapered-roller bearing was measured at the cone-rib. When


applying cone-rib lubrication, this component temperature
V 
drops, but the cup temperature is increased. By combining


cone-rib lubrication with external cup cooling, the individual


bearing components can be temperature tuned, and reliable,








4. 	 Bearing temperatures and test rig power requirements increased


with increasing shaft speed, but changed very little due to


changes in either radial or thrust loads.


5. 	 As the lubricant flow rate increased, bearing temperatures


decreased and the required drive power increased. Power









6. 	 At 6,000 rpmflow rates as low as 1.9 X 10- m3/min. (0.5 gpm)
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TABLE I 
LAB DATA SHEETS - MACHINE S/N 2 - PERFORMANCE TESTS AT 
HIGH LOADS AND LOW SPEED

fg' VCMUAISVEUC ImC TAPERED ROLLER BEARING Dcm -16-75 'S' I! 
TEST MACHINE L-197 
"K/4LLW. CHECKOUT PERFORMANCE NAS 
STESTS 
rm ,,,,TIM 
Test Ergs. speed M ! _+_p  / 80 8000 BODO 8000 
&:I ~ ___ND SPED (RM) .Lj 5120130 3I30 
Th-,t LW aal 1. _00 P 2 
'MIL- L-­ '. Ise I 1602A 4. 2 18I I'FI 
fRIL--234. . n 188 1 Z01 178 180 
DRIVE SYSIU4 - - - __ _ 
TIMto',e s!,. - t,2 1-4 
____ 
134 13r" 
Cold Ht-4 12' INI 6 1-1 IN ' 'S15'sm . ,J !3 ,6 s 3 
"- -out ,,18 4" Rq 178 17 "7 
_ _iL _il
StartUp Lo. ou 1 180 l I1G3 1I6 
voltage ITn Delay 1 Oil Tst rg. 1-70 11. 15LI 16(o 
ILbe Flow Bwitch31m SEtC: 1. I SaeBg.10 1qs15 1s 
Test Erg. Slae Erg. IWPFRA-M I.R. - - ­Zo.k- an" Ine Te ,t .A2,j
TIM D83A Heain.5 , s ..3......... 3.2- ... ±
OB Slv -,_5 J2.0Cooling m, 2,0
 
PUR TW- Coolin Tes Er. 1,3' a 1-0 1'0 
70 s <3257 -F Oi Slave kg. . 1.J 

VibratiocnVOUDAt (vm'S) - - ­
-
=CuR CAMUQPS) - ­
20 t H.P. (CmAULA) .- - -
NoTES: Vz ,, % -- ,,,,0 - -O 410 
0] COLD vALVE CLOSED. Shaft M=mnio rac -- - ,OY4 
ROT VALVE FULL OPl ( ci-T.I,R.) 0o n,001ol?1 
METERED WATER 
TRU WI-TO SET 7 
T-MP. 






TABLE I (Continued) 














TIMe to Reach Full S d 
3.4 s7 3o 
Star-u 
Voltage De-lay 
(09 S I 31 







N o T ES: 
M) COLD OIL VALVE 
CLOSED. RoT OIL 
VALVE FULL OPEAJ. 
*METERED WA1MR THRU 
Hx To SET TEST TEMAP 
0 IIoT OIL VALVE' 
CL0-sEb. COLD OIL 
VAVE. P:ULL OPEN. 
Hx WATER FULL OPEN, 
TAPERED ROLLER BEARING 

















5. t Font 
































































































































mK4JS1hIRL TECOMc INC. TAPERED ROLLER BEARING VA" 7-22-73"*x 3 or3 
Ira ___ TEST MACHINE L-197 cuTUK 
m-. R CHECKOUT' PERFORMANCE


:rV TESTS TR M,,9 NASA


rET No. 7m "b TIM (-RS.) O.. 1 1.0TEST OQam- Izq 
'Tet r, Spe RP Th',-.,,,=t PER/ -12.t 1~l2000l 
1. t o &.Coo m7"m t] Radial 
/00 002. *2 /(5 1q3 
LUBRICATIOGN 
_ 
T.yp 3. /5"s /ea






ColdZt P~each Hots.I 'fn" 139
FulSpe 5. Fot 13(o/ 0 13 0"
-3., 2.2 SEC 1 7.1 oljjm5 Fot 17,0 1q . 
s.TIGout Rear /50I108.Oil Q _

1 _Coolinc Oil g Front /13Y 170II 

St -up L.I. - Rear- 132I.II,5 
Votg ieDelay 1101 I5 )4


6,' F 30 SC 12.1 In Slave Brg. /14 1.5j
Lute Flow ... i "I A FD IR 




s m T, ,52Z.-. 9.52.0 G. 
Tim e lay Bearinl Slave Erg. 210Q .0Q


Puip 6'p. n, Test Erg. 1.0 1I.0


70 <325- -F Ol_ Slave rg. I.3

Vibration VOLTAE (NOMS) -___-­
20 _ _ _ II '2U'P' I )- - "_ 
NOTES." VIBRTION % -10 / 10 
ID HOT OIL VALVE shatftcrsicn rot ooi(l .=(
























LAB DATA SHEETS - MACHINE S/N 3 - PERFORMANCE TESTS AT 
HIGH LOADS AND LOW SPEED 
ImSa L IKCTUoSoS, 114I. TAPERED ROLLER BEARING A VA "©q-/2-7 
_________________ 
TEST MACHINE L-197 u mf 





, TESTS TR ,!A. 
rsr NO. T1 a., TIM (4Rs.) 10 t ., 1/o , 3 
Test Dr Speed RcM al 0000 
00 3ooO
Tat F RadaR 2 5000 300Q 
Thrust SPINDLE SPEED,(RM) 0 I 3130 
Radia l . Front I 200 2c J93- 191 
8000 130Cc 2. c_ /e /43 0 I I?83.6
" P.19iIr 1?I
ILTBRIAa NType 3. a 13 aI 18 8!q 3 1 3 
MIL-L-:23i . 4. n 1P0 ./go 81 1 
DRIVE SYSTIn2 C". 
Tne to eacul -T"5. Frot /82 li 131 131 
Cold Ho12. 184 /75- m3 131 
3_-5 S EC 7. Font 203 205. J1t, 1_L_ _e 
 
8. 011 "1195, 1/78 1 
9 Cooling Front "1T 170 169 
... "*Oil •(0mg 
Vtag at-Up 10t.out Re IX749 IJ6fg 1&4 
l Te Delay 1.-Oil Test Erg.,, /80 /1/ I IsC­
3 SEC 12,In Slave Erg. J L55 11.5Lube Flaw Swztche. 
Teat Erg. Slave Erg. RED IINF­
film__ £8 GPM RinglbL Tet .- 0 2.1 2.5 
Time Delay Bearing Oil Slaes !.2L 2. 2.0 2.0


Pr Teip. Cooling Test Erg. 0 0 IC 1-0


60 <325" Oil Slave.Erg .3 .3 [3 
-VOLAC' (VOLS) 1- - -Vibration 
PCRlrVLAGEMs) - - ­
20 ,,H.P. (CALCUATE) - - -

N O T E S; VIERMTIN % --

MJ COLb oL VALVE Sn BEtcsio - .- oo, 
5LIGHTLY OPEN, ROT (inc-T.I.R.) Q0 OW 
OIL VALVE PULL CFIJ 
FULL Ok WAMTR FLOW. 
ED COLD oiL VALVE. 
CLOSED. WOT o'tL VALVE 
FULL OPEtJ METERED 












"2 JS EDuhT.AL ToEI" INC. TAPERED ROLLER BEARING 8-- - 1 7 7 ' 
WWI__________ TEST MACHINE L-197 CSWM 
mar. .r, .MMIIa. CHECKOUT PERFORMANCE NASA 
TESTS I -
NO. il, TME (1RS) 8.8 21.1 22.8 24.0 
TEST m: -ITest Ergis. Speed PM= ,0ooo 8000 Sa cooo 
al R/RG. o0 30oo 3ooo -3000 
__,_ -_. , .. (- ) 315QJ512 313o 31,W 
Tt CaRadial 1. nt , R 1q Iq2- /64 
800 3000 ,!8q 188 qO" I( 
Tp3. 184 182 18- 157 
__-- _ _ 4.i2 180 1-79 181 153 
DRIVE SYSTIM 
Tie tO Beach Full Speed E i5. (50 133 12-qFront 13(4 
C6. 1 '%r 136 130 133 1q 
3." . 7. LUe Front 123 193 3 16 
s. out 178 178 180 152-
SETTINGS 9. Cooling Front /7 1(7 1Gq 33Oils__-_-__ o. c~ p j5 142 144. Jj6 
Vot ae ' r re De a u.. Oil Test Er. /5 155 15-6IS 11 35 




Test Brg. Slave Brg. INRA .R.


r 1.8 GPM Tst Brg. 2,5 2.5"Rno=T .ZL,. 
Tine Delay Bearing Oil Slave Brg. . .0 2.0PURP Te .p Cooing Tes B . hO0 1,0 1.0 1,.) 
6C) sEX Oil Slave rz. 1.3 1.3 1.3 3 
Vibration <VLffS) . .. 







M CoLD ooi.OOz ..oiL VALVa Saft'amri oo002, 0012. 0oi2 
5LIG-TLY oPrN,ROT (inc-..) 1r .0o07 o0o17 .0007 0007OIL VALVE' FULL OPEN. 0 D 0 
IAETEREb WATER TI4RU 







VALVE FULL OPEN. 
FULL Ux. FLoW (WATER). 
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La.5 SECe 2__9-_t~e SECv 
Voltage i Delay 
Lube Flow Switches ' 
Test Brg. Slavt Brgnr' 
LPM- L mTU--------ls Bern<325SC65 ---
L . 
6>0 s <325 -F 
Vibration 
N 0 T E S: 
-140T OIL VALVE.JLn 
CLOS'D.COLD 'oILVALVF_ FOL_ OEN. 
FULL Hi×, WATER FLOW. 
M-HOT OIL VALVE. FULL 
OPEA, COLD OIL 
VLV- CL05EQ FULL 
Sk WAT R FLOW, 
TAPERED ROLLER BEARING oA,,8-15-75 ',Ao, o 3 
TEST MACHINE L-197 CVSmmA 
CHECKOUT PERFORMANCE NASA 
TESTS TRB"3 _ NAS 
0.4 1 1.0 
PE /,000 60 





R a Isq 187

4. #2 /5(o /85 __ _ 




out Rea /5-0 182
Oil 




7. LjIS Frn 17 q _












_(inrRi"rq- ' -0 '2.0O lOii Slave r .
12 [Slave Erg. [35 U34 
__ 
-
Coolg E ., 1.0I.O 
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TABLE III 
LAB DATA SHEETS - MACHINE S/N 2 - PERFORMANCE TESTS AT


LOW LOADS AND HIGH SPEEDS









"Isr No. = d- TIM 3#q 1 70 /0./ AN 
~J1 /250,=1 166, ~ Radial /50 t2" /22D~ DL SoP : (RPM0sIiS 515/4/S IS// 6/) 

t Radial 1- .'ft 341i3(q 37 
6000 /250 2. 
uIx=CTIOaEJ 34Type 3. 4q
 372 371 ?60
-L - 4. #2 .. 
DRIVE SYSIf 
Tim to Reahn~sFal s. nt__ 30 0 / t 
Cold Wit 9. 2-22 
307s -- tLe Front 345 3q7. 360 32 
8.____00 it rn 33 335 336. 313 
9.Coolg Fnt 325 _32.q 327 3o4Oil 
...' LO. 0mt P r 337 -33 .33q 30'4 
*voltage Tim Delay ii.Oil Test B. 2q7 21q o,
 275 
36) s 1 In Slave Erg. IL9 lq 2-12. 150 
-
 "E-
Ae 1W StWSINFA- I-

Test Brg. Slave Erg. Inner Ts Brg_ -.5 3 -.
2.0 'n /stEr. 53$ azm 
.e .8Tim Delay Bearing Oil Slave Erg. 1.8 1-81= Sp.' . _ __~n 5 .a 5", t . ,5 SO 
70ft MGcoolingTem Tet __ ___ 
'TTA!NABSFA OSSo1 Slve Er. SC *S .5s 
Vibration oi VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 
* CURRD2r(M S) -- -- -- -­20 t H.P.WADYIATA'h - - - -
N 0 TPE 5: VIBRATION4 11 2z 14... L. 
Shaft Excufrsionf Frrut or.La Colq 00(inch-.I.R.) .pa 40.f .o00 .00t loot 
II,-­
-28-






ITN"imAL I1CTC INC. TAPERED ROLLER BEARING O 1-2&7Si..,'h
 2. 2. 
Firm I________TEST M4ACHINE L-197 CMfU 
SW. ,5,DAMI7O I CHECKOUT PERFORMANCE 
C- " TESTS TRS t2 
N= O e-D ( R5 0 1 . '78. O 

gszmLqI
541.1. tmt Ftp,./ IaoI (.0001 6.c0o 
s3/f m m=o 2Wt -I 0 - ...j...2000.. SPINDLE SPE (RPM) ZQ37 20,Z~ 20QLa75


Th t J 
 o 

TA 3. g 41o 411 18 
DRIVE SYSTE C







"SETNGS S. out -Ee_ 371Sa , 5L3 
9.. cooling_,_ Front -3Z 
345
Start-Up 10 ou: _Br 347 348 .38:


Voltage Tne Delay l,. Oil t Bjj12 310 
 310BQ0Tj %R'112.11sQ0 SsEC In 
___-
. - I - ­
- Flow Switces INFrm I___ _j_ _ 2,- - 2 
Tst arg. Sl .ve.rg. inner. 
_ 
....... 
1. 8 -- GP Ringr Test rg. Q5 . 6 2kPM jSlaveTine Delay peering Oil rgA 4 .*4 
m.Cooling Test Erg. J L. .. ALh.
70 sE #10:-1S . - Oil Slave -rg. " 




2 ,.H.P. (CAA) - - --

N0T S VIEATIO S cID c10 <tO


41S F16-URE. shaft Exursion ~ 













LAB DATA SHEETS - MACHINE S/N 3 - PERFORMANCE TESTS AT


LOW LOADS AND HIGH SPEEDS


mn4mlm INC. TAPERED ROLLER BEARING 
fro 
 TEST MACHINE L-197 
Sr. CHECKOUT PERFORMANCE 
Cm..? TESTS NASA
rET-0. MId TIME (qlRs) 4- 8.5 1Il 14-1 
BALL R 1Nr.05 /B Q 12., - )­
1:11,14w wsn ES1ZEo (5)00 
 IS) ±0I5-/ .120 





TR3. 339 341 34/0 3q?


4IL-L-. 2 - - -
DRIVE SYS'IMM
Tim___ts. t Vt 276 283 281 285' 
3c) _ 6. 2W(:, ~2-13 28q 2q0, 
_ _ _ _7._ rat*e Pz-nt 43 42 3q & 345 
'

a O i l' ' . out 310 32q _327 33 
__._ Oil Fm___l 310 3 1 1L./131 
start-t Lo- act 30 e..Q 30o 320

voltage Tin Delay . Oil Tt .. 285 287 236 21/ 
0 30 s in Slanve Eg. 18f, 1J2 S1O fq5fYaIw Sitdw. IN~ -'l I. 
- - -




- 3,75 3,75" 3,75 
Timn Dea Og 
PiMP ThI. 
6oil. Slave Erg. 2,56 2.5,5 2.55 2.5 
Col' Test g. 0_L-- 0-5 - -- -25
70 jqjAIT oil Slave Brg.2h 
. ja 
20 SEC- ,,,,- - ­
______ 
_____ -- H.P. WAW 
.... ,.
OTfSt VIBRATION A10 ,,,10 <!0 .< 
0 CoLD oIL VALV .00, .ooit,004'49151 
CLosED -HT oiL (in-...) z .001- -0014 J0/Q 
VALVe FULL OF__AW 22.Q 21i. 2(4 212. 
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TABLE IV. (Continued) 
gW4utDUSUIAL YrTCMICI TAPERED RiOLLER BEARING 0wQ47r* ; 
TEST MACHINE L-197 ©vmm 
... ' CHECKOUT PERFORMANCE NASA 
TESTSTV_..e ' (1RS) Iq I ,-TrE.S,,,. ORPR47_vE L.I 
rA.cr*. /Test I speed R,4Srs. RI 
Pdial Am-84LLtt/4 D 202004 SI/3DLE SAEDRr)r! 
Thrut Raial . Fot 21Z3 ...4./0 12


co __ 2. #2 - -

WBmRICATICH 




Tire to Reach FuldA Mont


Cold Hot !'i Rear - -­3c0 SEC 25 ,smn 7. jt Front 3gO 3R2. 3e6 ' .. 
S.lSuout
, 8 .' Oi l 36 3&5 348 
SL'1rmGS r- .A 3 5 6 ..... 
CoD'ng Front 5 344 3417 
Start-U O. ou : 350 3q/ 34V5 
voltage fTi Delay . oil Test s . 3/0 3CS 308


80 30 sEC in Slave. -

FIbe &owwitches - ,,1q


Test Brg. Slave Erg. Inner T I.Q.


1. 8 GPM - Gm ing .- _2.5 2,:5 2.-
Tirseainely Ol laergTf , L/ .I/ 
Cpooling Test 1.1,in. I 
OFOil Slave Erg.70 S 4209l/ 
Vibration *: IZPA (mOfs) - ­
20 - _ -

N'O T ES: VIlATIct % <10 I0
/D 
*THi5 FI&TURE S Eron ront MIR ,01 .001 
REpRESEr'/S FLOW (Thd-T.iR.) I .a l .0021 .02. -
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TABLE V - TEST BEARING SPECIFICATIONS
 

Case hardness, Rockwell C 58 to 64


Core hardness, Rockwell C 25 to 48








Cup and cone 0..086 to 0.185 cm (0.034 to 0.073 in.)












Cone raceway 0.15 (6) 
Cup raceway 0.20 (8.) 
Cone-rib 0.18 (7) 
Roller taper 0.13 (5) 
















Kinematic viscosity, cS, at ­
311 K (1000F) 
372 K (2100F) 
477 K (4000F) 
Flash point, K (OF) 
 
Fire point, K (°F) 
 
Autoignition temperature, K (0F) 
 
Pour point, K (0F) 
 





Specific heat at 477 K (4000F), 
 
J/(kg) (K), (Btu/(lb) ( 0F)) 
Thermal conductivity at 477 K 
 
(4000F), J/(m) (sec) (K),


(Btu/(hr) (ft) (°F)) 
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'&BZ V11 
Matrix of Tst Caxditicns 3500 3640B 	 3 -3 
Tst haA 	 
" Total Lube Flow Rate, m /min. X 10 ShetTes 350 0K Oil In 364SK il Int


W (S.I. Units) No.


Shaft 21rust IJRadial C et V Cone-Rib Jet V Cone-Rib


Speed, Load, load, 4J 0 D1 VH1 0- 0- 1C 0'Vr1r 0rL 
N 	 c) N4 LA r4Rpm 	 N 	 0'4d r'N Hr.: t4 	 NH MLA 4 H N; H- C4 0;D 
6000 26,700 13,350 5/ 	 / / / J V V / / / / / / / / / I 7t 20,000 	 5 1 5 1 	 1 7


26,700 5 1 5 1 / // // V / // // /2 8 
40,000 13,350 5 1 5 / /// v/ /V/ / VI / 3 9
I 20,000 5 1 5 1 / ' 9CC 	 26,700 5 1 5 1 /V V // / / V/ / V// / 4 10 
53,400 	 13,350 5 1 5 1/ V /V /5V/ / 511 
20,000 5 1 5 1 / V 5 ii 
0 	 26,700 5 1 5 1 /V// / V // / // /612 
z 10000 26,700 13,350 4 1 5 1-*-,/ / / / / / / / / V / / / / / 13 21 
(a 20,000 4 1 5 1 V/ V / V/ /I /V/ / / / / / 14 22 
40,000 13,350 4 1 5 1 / / v V / I/ V/ v/ / / v V / v/ 15 23
I 20,000 4 1 5 1 / / / / / // //// v/ v/ 16 24 
O 26,700 4 1 5 1 / ////// /IV/ 17 25 
53,400 13,350 4 1 5 1 / / / V // / / / V v/ v/ 18 26 
I 20,000 4 1 5 1 // / V / / /v/ /V V V / 19 27 
26,700 4 1 5 1 v/ / / I"/ V/ V V / V V V V 20 28 
15000 40,000 4,450 6 1 6 1 / / / V # / / / 29 34 
1 9,000 6 1 6 1 V/ // 30 35 
53,400 13,350 6 1 6 1 / // / // 31 36 
20,000 6 1 6 1 1/ / / // / / .32 37 
I 26,700 6161 V. I/v /#/ / / / : 33 38 











Matrix of Test Conditions 170F 195OF


Test Phase A Total Lube Flow Rate, gal/mi.Sheet Sh 
(English Units) uCq ocq 1700 F Oil In 1950 F Oil In No. 
Shaft Thrust Radial 	 6 Jet VCone-Rib Jet V Cone-Rib 
0
Speed, 	 Load, 43 	 o > c. o o o o > -Load, 	 c o o) o o > o ) nRpm 	 Lbs. Ibs. 	 00 U 04 0000040004 4 3 0 0,;a n 
6000 	 6000 3000 5 1 5 1 // / I V///I 	 /111// 
4500 	 5 151 	 / / 1 7 
6000 5 1 5 1 / // // / /v /v / / / 2 8 
9000 3000 5 1 5 1 V/ V / V / v v / / / 3 9 
4500 5 1 5 1 / /3 9 
Co '1' 6000 5 1 5 1/V/ / / V I/ / / / I / 4 10 
12000 3000 5 1 5 1 /V/ / / // // / I /511 
4500 5 1 5 / 5 11 
m 6000 5 1 5 1 / / / V V V V/ / V/ / / I/ / 6 12 
o 	 10000 6000 3000 4 1 5 1 *// / / / / V// 13 21 
_ ' 4500 4 1 5 1 / V/ / I / / / / / / V / V. 14 22 
9000 3000 4 1 5 1 V / / / / / / /15 23 
.O 4500 4 1 5 1 V/ // V /V V / 16 24 
K6000 4 1 5 1 V/ I/ / /Il / / I/ v/ / 17 25 
KG 12000 3000 4 1 5 1 V I/V/I/VIVVVIVI18 	 26 
/ / 

6000 4 1 5 1 V / / // / / vV / 20 28 
15000 9000 1000 6 1 6 1 V/ I 7# /V/ 29 34 
f 2000 6 1 6 1 / I// V/ / / 30 35 
12000 	 3000 6 1 6 1 / I/ / / / / / / / / 31 36 
4500 6 1 6 1 / 1/ / / / / / 32 37 
4500 	 4 1 5 1 I/ I/ / / I// / / / 	 v/ 19 
 27 
6000 	 6 161 / /V/V/ #1 / 1.33 38 
I Successful test with temerature data. V Cone-rib flow includes 1.0 gpm jet flow. 
i * Cone-rib failure. [] Unsafe area; did not run. 
3 # Shut-down, temperature limit reached. 
Table VIII
 
Test Results - Parametric Study - Phase A 
sPecified) TEST SEIrNotaea (UnlessOtherwise c0J TATNNF I . , rt Rrrv4. i.t, 
A- face face T/c at~-3.14 inch radi,. hl,,I.i~4O_1 
Oil Inlet .VZ7? 
PERFOPM'MCE TESTS WITH HIGH SPEED TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS 
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Test Results - Parametric Study - Phase B
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,- Lubrication tube 
Figure 10 - Test Bearing lubrication and thermocouple locations. 
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= (a)Lubrication by jets only; oil-in temperature, (b Lubrication by jets only; oil-in temperature,350K (171 F 	 364 K (195P ) 
2 420­
410 	 jZero cone-rib flow 






360 	 I I I I0 	 .0 .008 .012 .016 0 004 .008 .012 016 
Total flow, m31min 
I II I I I _ I , I I 
0 "1' 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 
Total flow, gpm 
(c)Lubrication through cone rib with 0.0038 m3jmin (d)Lubrication through cone rib with 0.0038 m3lmin 
(LOgpm) by jets; oil-in temperature, 350 K(170 F). (1.Ogpm) by jets, oil-in temperature, 364 K (1950 F) 
- Temperature as afunction of flow rateat shaft speed of 6000 rpm. Thrust load, 53400 N(12 000 lb); radial load. 
26 700 N(6000 lb). 
Figure 12 
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g (a)Lubrication by jets only; oil-in temperature, (b)Lubrication by jets only; oil-in temperature, 
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Total flow, m3 min 
I I I I I I I I 
0 1 2 3 4 0- 1 2 3 4 
Total flow, gpm 
3(c) Lubrication through cone rib with 0.0038 m3/min (d)Lubrication through cone rib with .00 n min 
(1.0 gpm) by jets; oil-in temperature, 35 K (1700 fR (L0gpm) by jets; oil-in temperature, 364 K(195P F). 
- Temperature as a function of flow rate at ashaft speed of 10 000 rpm. Thrust load, 53 400 N(12000 b), radial 
load, 26 700 N(6000 b). 
Figure 13 
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O Cone face 
O Cone bore 
n Cup outer surface 
o Oil out 
Open symbols denote lubrication through cone 
440- -- rib with 0 0038 m
3Imin (110gpm) by jets 
Solid symbols denote jet lubrication 
320- 430­
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Total flow, m31minI I I I , I I ,-I I I ,, 
1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 
Total flow. gpm 
(a)Oil-in temperature, 350 K (170P F). (b)Oil-in'temperature. 364 K (1950 F). 
- Temperature as function of flow rate at shaft speed of 15 00 rpm. Thrust load. 53 400 N(12 000 b radial 
load, 26 70D N(6000 lb. 
Figure 14 
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-Effect of radial load on cone-face temperature. Thrust load. 53400 N(12 000 lb); - Effect of thrust load on cone-face temperature. Radial load. 13 400 N(3000 lb); 
oil-in temperature, 350 K (170 F); total oil flow, 0.0151 m3/mln (4.Ogpm), oH-in temperature. 350 K(1700 F):total oil flow, 0.0151 m3/min (4.0 gpm). 
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Shaft speed, rpm 
(a)Lubrication by jets only. (b)Lubrication through cone rib with 0.0038 3/min 
(L 0 gpm) by jets. 
- Effect of shaft speed and flow rate on cone-face temperature for oiljn temperature of 350 K(1700 F). Thrust load, 
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Shaft speed, rpm 
(a)Lubrication by jets only. (b)Lubrication th rough cone rib with 0.0038 m3Iin 
I (1.Ogpm)byjets. 
- Effect of shaft speed and flow rate on cone-face temperature for oil-in temperature of 364 K (1950 F). 
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Shaft speed, rpm 
- Effect of shaft speed on cone-facetemperature with jet
lubrication minus that with cone-rib lubrication. Oil-in temper­
ature. 350 K (1700 F); thrust load. 53400 N(12 0,1.b); radial load, 
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Shaft speed, rpm 
1a) Lubrication by jets only. (b)Lubrication through cone rib with 0.0038 m3imin (1.0 gpm) by jets. 
Effect of jet lubrication and cone-rib lubrication on bearing and oil-out temperatures. Thrust load, 
53400 N(12000b); radial load, 26700 N(6000 Ib); oil-in temperature, 364 K (1950 F); total oil flow rate, 
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- Effect of cup cooling on bearing and oil-out temperatures. Thrust load 
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